M a d e in Sweden

Condato L i f t
ww w. conda to g ro u p . c o m

Condato Group supplies a collection of high-quality lifts selected from reputed manufacturers
in Sweden.
Our Lifts are made with passion for technology and safety.
With simplicity as its guiding principle, we deliver unique design that are easy to install and
easy to use.
Condato lifts are built on solid experience and technical expertise as well as a strong sense
of style and functionality.
Save energy, save space and minimize maintenance cost by selecting a CONDATO Lift.
Create your own unique look by mixing and matching our wide range of colors, glass panels
and accessories.
Easy to fit both in new or existing buildings.

CO N DATO MINI
Condato Mini is our smallest and most cost effective lift.
Mini with its compact platform size 700×1100 is suitable
for small areas, either as built in or stand alone. It’s
maximum travel height is 15 meter and it has a load
capacity of 500 kg. Mini can cover the needs for most
2-4 floor buildings where space is an issue.

CO N DATO P R I M E
Condato Prime is the perfect merge between economy
and high quality. Prime offers platform sizes from
1100-1600 mm, a travel height of 15 meter and a solid
load capacity of 500 kg. Choosing Prime, you will get a lift
with a innovative and unique construction which makes the
installation easier, quicker and at a lower costs.

CO N DATO G RANDE
Condato Grande is our most powerful lift and therefore
also the perfect choice for public usage. It has an amazing
load capacity of 1000 kg which make it easy to lift over
10 people. With its modern look, Grande can easily fit to
any type of environment.

CO N DATO C LA S S I C
Condato Classic is a perfect home lift for you who seek
maximum cost efficiency for building but yet keeping the
high quality of safety and strength. Classic comes with a
top height of 3 meter (2 Floors) and can carry up to
maximum of 400 kg.

LOW E N E RGY CONS UM PTION
Like a vacuum cleaner or a microwave, the power consumption of a Condato lift doesn’t activate until someone pushes
a button. A regular sized Condato lift charges less energy than most electrical equipments.

E L I MINAT E R IS K AND PAIN
Basically what a lift does is to eliminate the risk of injury and pain that can be caused by the stairs. It takes away the
pain for people who have bad knees, hurting hips or a generally having an aching body of walking the stairs. And if
you are a perfectly fit person you can still be unlucky and accidentally miss a step and hurt yourself. It can really
happen to anyone!

UN L I M I T E D AC C ES S IB ILIT Y
To always have unlimited of accessibility in your building. No need to worry about getting old anymore and have to
walk the stairs. And for the sake of your family members, friends, kids and visitors, they will always be able to spend
time together anywhere without any issues.

PROP E RT Y VA LUE
A lift provides you with multiple beneficial functions in your building while you are living in your house/villa but it
doesn’t stop there. it will also continue when you hand the keys over to the next person. So buying a lift can actually
be seen as an investment since it can at many times increase your property value. It also opens up a new segment of
potential buyers because your building is now fit for anyone no matter their disabilities or disadvantages.
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E MERGENC Y STOP
All Condato lifts are equipped with an emergency stop button which simply
allows the passenger to stop the lift at any time if something unexpected
occurs. The emergency stop button is colored as red with a stop sign on top
of it. After pushing the stop button it will only be reset by turning it clockwise.

DEST INAT IO N B UTTON
Just push a button and it takes you to your destination
with comfort and safety.
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Lift yoke
Drive screw
Main limit switch
Motor
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Drive nut
Safety nut
Guides
Emergency lowering gear
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CONDATO HQ – SW E DE N

CONDATO – INDONE SIA

Box 282,
177 25 Järfälla, Sweden

PT. Condato Group Indonesia
Menara Palma Lt.3. J1. HR Rasuna Said,
Kav 6 Block X-2 Jakarta Selatan,
Indonesia 12950

Phone +46 (0) 855 921 358
support@condatogroup.com
www.condatogroup.com

Phone: +62 21 5795 7379
Whatsapp: +62 81 3811 10531
sales@condato.co.id

CONDATO – THAILAND

CONDATO – INDIA

Condato Asia Limited
241/5, LANE 6, iField Bangna
Kanchanaphisek Rd
Bangkok 10250, Thailand.

Condato India Private Limited
422 Galleria Tower, DLF PhaseIV,
Gurugram, Haryana 122001, India

Phone: +66 96 923 6040
Line: +66 98 661 4248
sales@condato.co.th

Phone: +91 124 437 9266
Whatsapp: +91 9997 129 443
sales@condatoindia.com

CONDATO – CHINA

CONDATO – VIE T NAM

Starts in Shanghai during 2021

Starts in Ho chi Minh City during 2021
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